
Name; Period:
'l

ribe Work Week - April 27-May 1

Chinn - 6-8 Life Skills

Date:

Completc thc following tasks.

Taskl
As you start working, you begin receiving a paychcck - a document telling your cmployer's bank how much to pay you for your timc worked. You may request to
receive a hard copy check or to get your check deposited into your bank account. With the paychcck, you also rcceive a paystub, The paystub is a breakdown ofyour
gross and net incomes, your hourly pay and the numbcr ofhours worked within the pay period, the amount oftleiluctions taken out ofyour check, and thc year-to-date
information.

• empluyer - organization or company that hires someone.
* employee - person working for the organization or company.
• gross incume - your pay BEFORE withholdings from your paycheck; calculated by hourly pay multiplied by the number of hoiirs worked,
• net income - your pay AF IER withholdings are taken out ofyour paycheck; calculated by gross income (total pay) minus total deductions.
• deductions - percentage ofmoney withheld from a paycheck in the form oftaxes, social security, health or life insurance, etc.
* paydate-theilateemployeeispaid.
• pay period - the number ofdays being paid for.
• year-to-datc (YTD) - the total amount paiii or total deductions for ihe year so far,

You wil] need to know how your paycheck is calculated. Use the following paycheck and paystub to answer the following questions.
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Questions:
Who is the empioycr?
Who is the employee?
How much does Lily get paid hourly?

1.
2.
3.
4. How many hours did Lily work during this pay period?
5. Howmuch is Lily's gross income? (hourly ratc x number ofhours)
6. How much money did Lily get to take home (net income)? (gross income - totai deductions)
7. How much in fedcral taxes was taken out ofthis check? State taxes?
8. How much are the total deductions? (total deductions + total taxes withheld OR gross income - net income)
9. How much has Lily eamed in gross income the year so far?

10, \Vrhat percentage of total dcductions was taken out of the gross income'7 (total deductions - gross income)

Tast2
Read thc follouing scenarios to calculate the hourly rate, number ofhours worked, gross income, deductions. or net income.

John gets paid $12.50 per hour. Last week he grossed
$462.50. IIow manyhours did he work? Ifhis employer
takes about 19% out for deductions, how much was
withheld from his check? What is his net pay?

Sadie gets paid $17 per hour, What is her gross pay if
she worked 35 hours last week? If her employer takes
about 16% out for deductions, haw much was withheld
from her check? What is her net pay?



Name: Physical Education Tribe Day Work

April 27th-1st

Grade:

Assignment Directions - Choose one of the following options to complete for the week. You may draw the
chart and/or record answers on your own sheet of paper if you do not have access to a printer. If you have

access to the internet please try to submit digitally via Google Classroom or email.

Qption 1:

Directions: Choose 5 exercises from the following list to complete for exercise and put a check mark by the ones that

you complete. Do this 3 separate times throughout the week (it is ok to repeat exercises for all 3 days). Have a witness
sign off on the bottom.

Witness:

Option 2:

Directions: Follow the link below to view a video on basic badminton skills. On the back of the page list at least 2
learning cues for proper grip, a hit of your choice (backhand/forehand), and serving technique. (Learnina cue - a word or

short phrase that identifies the critical elements or leatures of a motor skill or task)

Basi'c Badminton Skills - httDS://www.voutube.com/watch?v=1UlhKZCPMYM

"'lf
you donot have internet access - Talk to someone in your tamily thal has experience playing badminton. What

performance cues do they know for hitting a birdie? Whatrulesare they familiar with? Are there any cues or rules you
remember fmm past experiences with badminton? Write those on Ihe back.'"

irt!i=iuya<iaai!SH

50 Jumping Jacks

1 Minute Plank

1 Minute Wall-Sit

25 Squats

WalkforlO Minutes

Run 3 Laps Around Your House

Stretch for 5 Minutes

10 Burpees

50 Calf-raises

10 Push-ups

25 Sit-ups

50 Crunches

Look-up and Complete a 10+ Minute Yoga Routine



Orchestra Tribe Work
Week of 04/27-5/1

Name: Teacher:

Choose TWO tasks to complete this week from the options below.
OPTION 1
Watch one of the following videos of famous string players and answer the following questions:

1. What is this artist's name?
2. What instrument do they play?
3. What song did they play?
4. What style (genre) of music are they playing?
5. What is your opinion on this song/performance?
6. Would you like to hear more songs by this artist?

• Ben Sollee- Letting Go httDS://www.voutube.com/watch?v=zBWOScWxOP4
• Crooked Still- It'll end too soon https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JqBtPvU7BM\
• Black Violin- Showoff https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=Tb5z070ybPa
• Caroline Campbell- Skyfall httos://www.voutube.com/watch?v=YGZoRoWMEil
• Mark Wood- Fire 'n lce https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=ialWNc8dYUI
• Joshua Bell- Hungarian Dance no. 1 (Brahms) https://www,voutube.com/watch?v=-

cr39Mv8GaA
• Damien Escobar-Freestyle https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=yLX7V eDT5U
• Natalie & Brittany Haas- Kom Hem httDS://www.voutube.com/watch?v=C ZbhmbdcMA

OPTION 2- Zoom

Email me at katie.spradling@montgomerv.kvschools.us to set upa 1 on 1 zoom lesson, and participate
in a private lesson where we will work on learning new music together!
OR
Join the zoom weekly help session every Wednesday @ 11am

OPTION 3- Writina Promot
Answerthe following questions with a one paragraph response (at least4 sentences)

Imagine you are stuck with only being able to listen to one song for the rest of your life. What song
would it be? Why?

OPTION 4 - Learn a sona of YOUR choice

Learn a song you IJke on your instrument. You don't need sheet music forthis! All you need is a song you know by
heart, and your ears!

Listen to any song of your choice (or sing it, if you know Jt by heart) and play around with the notes on your
jnstrument until you can figure out what note the melody of your song starts on, and then go from there.

Play your song for a family member and see Jfthey can guess what song it is.

Write down the letter names ofthe notes and send them to me!



Cobb-Yearbook
Student Name:

Week ofApril 27-May 1st (Tribe Days 26-30)

'Pressure On' Editing Practice
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Broadcasting-Cobb Week of April 27-May 1

(Tribe Days 26-20)

Student Name:

Non-Technology Option:
Song Writing
You are a songwriter. Here are your choices:

1. Write an original song (any genre and topic)
2. Write a parody of an original song
3. Write an original Theme song for WMMS (any genre)
4. Write a parody of an original song for the WMMS

Theme song

**AII songs must have at least 1 verse and 1 chorus

Write song below:

**



Mock Trial Tribe Days April 27- May 1st Mr. Allison

Directions: Choose two of the prompts below to write about. Each writing prompt needs to be a
minimum offive-eight sentences.

Promot 1:
Volunteering is the ultimate exercise in democracy. When you turn 18, you will have the right to
vote in elections once a year, but when you volunteer, you vote every day about the kind of
community you wantto live in. Haveyou ever volunteered for your community? Ifso, what did

you do, and what did you learn from it? If not, what kind of volunteer work do you think might
interestyou, and why? (Examples, cleaning up a public park or a teachers classroom, serving at
a soup kitchen/ food bank, walking dogs at an animal shelter, planning a food drive, planting
trees, donating toys to the Salvation Army or homeless shelters.

Promot 2:
All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of
the United States and ofthe state wherein they reside. No state shall make or enforce and law which shall
abridge the privileges or immimities ofcitizens ofthe United States; not shall any state deprive any

person oflife, Ibery, or property, without due process oflaw; nor shali any state deprive any person of
life, liherty, or property, without due process of law - US CONSTITUTION Amendment, Section I (1868)

Simply stated, the 14th Amendment defines citizenship as anyone born in the United States or
naturalized. As a citizen, the government cannot take away their natural rights to life, liberty, or

property, or deny them equal protection under the law.
A natural right is a right that someone was born with that no one can take away. Consider the three
rights Hsted above ( Life, Uherty, and the piirsuit ofhappiness) write about what each means to

>'ou.Directions: Choose two ofthe prompts below to write about, Each writing prompt needs to
be a minimum of five-eight sentences.

Promot 3:
The selective service, or military draft, requires young men ages 18 through 25 registerwith the
U.S government for military service, in the event ofan emergency. Doyou think it's fairthat all
mate citizens are potentially obligated to serve in the military? Do you think women should have
to s('gn up fo/"  e selective service too? Why or why not? Please explain in detail.

Promot 4:
In a dictatorship, one person is in total control over a country, making the rules for everyone
else. Usually they obtained this power by force, and dictatorships tend to be cruel and
oppressive governments. An example of a dictator is Adolf hlitler, of Germanym who headed the
Nazi Party and was responsible for the Holocaust, which killed 17 million people
Why do you think it is dangerous to have one single person in charge of a country, with no one
limiting, or checking, theirpower? Directions: Choose two of the prompts below to write about.
Each writing prompt needs to be a minimum offive-eight sentences.



Thcater Tribe Days April 27- May 1st Mr. Allison

Task: Choose two tasks to complete this week from the following options.

Option 1; Digital or Hard Copy Diary
THIS WAS A BIG HIT LAST WEEK! CONTINUE FROM LAST WEEK OR START A NEW ONE.
Create either a hard copy diary or a video diary (keep school appropriate) for two days this week. Focus
on telling a story about either something that you did, or you can focus on telling a story you made up.
Make it authentic and believable. Ifyou do not have access to a phone to film this, thenjust snap photos
or write the story down and submit it to me either in the video or hardcopy. Send the video or hardcopy to
adam.allison(5imontg.ojnerv,kvschools.us

Option 2:
Research online and answer the prompts below. Each writing prompt needs to bc a minimum of2

paragraphs, 8-10 sentences.
Prompt 1; Where did the word 'theater' come from, and why is it important to study in lifc?
Prompt 2: Theatrical types are vvell-known for their beliefin superstitions. Where does the saying 'break

a leg' come from in theater and why do we say it?
Prompt 3: Broadway lovers worldwide often wonder what are the longest mnning Broadway shows.
With such a rich and storied history, Broadivay stages have showcased many long-running shovvs over the

years. Research online, one ofthe longest ninning shows on Broadway and explain briefly what the story
is about, and describe why you believe it was one ofthe longest running shows.

Option3:
Read the Meunins behind the masks and complete the prompt:
Background: The twin masks of comedy and tragedy are used to represent the
creative arts: particularly theater, film, and television. Thcy have their roots in
Greek thcatcr, and represented a reflection ofancient Greek mythology. Their
endurance across the centuries reflects the power ofdrama and the twin
themes ofjoy (comedy/laughter) and despair (tragedy) which describe the human condition. Though they
can appear separately and indeed evolved as representations ofdifferent dramatic art forms, their
appearance together holds far more symbolic importance.

Prompt:
You may either illustrate (draw) both masks or simply write about them in scparate paragraphs. Ifyou

choose to draw both masks on one paper, write out your feelings inside each mask during this time that
expresses the emotions that you are experiencing in each mask ( Happy/ Positive Feelings & Tragic Sad
Emotions) that you are experiencing during this pandemic. Ifyou choose to write about the masks,
simply write two separate paragraphs in detail explaining the humorous, exciting things, as well as thc
more sad and tragic things you might be cxperiencing. Know that you are loved and never alone during
this time, makc the activity fun!

Option 4;
Write your own monologue regarding thc emotions you are feeling now that we know that we will not be

physically back in school the rest ofthe year. Using the samc structure we vvorked on this year in class,

your monoiogue must be at least two paragraphs long. You may video it and send it to me, or submit it in
hard copy. When writing, be mindful offacial expressions, pauscs, cmotional changes, and projection!



Choir Tribe Work (Christman)
Week of 04/27 - 05/01

First&Last Name

Class Period

Choose one of the options below to complete for the week.

OPTION 1
Watch a full musical! Disney movies where the actors or cartoons sing and dance are a great
place to start. You can also search "full length musicals" on YouTube for a ton of options! Yes,
this takes a little more time, but it's a ton of fun! If you know the music, sing along!

Tell me the name ofthe musical that you watched, a favorite song you hear, and what you
thought about the musical.

OPTION 2
Think about an idea for an original musical. There are tons oftopics that would make a great
musical! Let your imagination and creativity take charge! Would it be based on your favorite
book? Your favorite celebrity? Your own life? What the world is going through now? No
musicals have been written about what is happening in our lives at this moment.
Tell me:

1. The setting of your musical (Time, place)
2. Your characters (you don't have to list every single one, just 3-5 of the most important)
3. A basic synopsis (the storyline) of the musical
4. What kind of music style would be used
5. Any other info that you want to tell me about it

OPTION 3
Singing Option-(check for differences from previous weeks)
Choose 3 or more ofthe options below, and tell me about your singing experiences this week.

1. Sing 4 of your warmups for a family member.
2. You be the teacher! Teach them the curwen hand signs for each of the solfege

syllabes help them sing along.
3. Teach a fun warm up to someone. The fast ones are fun to teach!
4. Sing a song that you love to sing (from any genre or background) to someone.
5. To spread a little joy, take a song request from someone and either record and send it

to them or sing it live/over the phone.
6. Sing with kids or an elderly grandparent or relative/friend.

OPTION 4
Take part in the 25 minute zoom session on Thursday



Film History Tribe Work
Week of 04/27 - 05/01

Namei

Teacher Name:

Choose one Task/Assignment from the following to complete.

Complete one ofthe following tasks:

Task 1: Analvze
Watch the following https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4LGDnvU1wY

Answer one of the following questions:
-Why did the director emphasize certain sound effects above others?
-How did slapstick comedy focus more on movement than the comedy itself?
-How did the characters in the film interact with each other to give a comedic feel?

Task 2: Explain
Watch the following

httDS://www.voutube.com/watch?v=vOGhAV-84il

Write a paragraph on one of the following questions:
1. What stood out to you in the film above and how did it affect audience

experience?
2. How did the art style of choice utilize repeated images to give the illusion of

dance?
3. How do you think the budget of early animation greatly influenced it's style?

Task3
Watch one modern film example of Slapstick comedy or an Animated Musical.

Write a paragraph on one of the following questions:

1. What is Slapstick humor? How has it influenced film today?
2. What are the pros and cons of using an animated musical instead of a

traditional animated film?
3. How has modern culture been influenced by slapstick comedy or animated

musicals today?



Teacher Name: Ms. Warner

Agriculture Tribe Work
Student Name: Page 1

Week of 04/27 - 05/1
Complete either section A or section B

Section A - Complete option t
Option 1
Build a wooden birdhouse using wood you have around the house/farm or you may purchase wood. Send me
a picture so I can see your handiwork. Ifyou cannot send me a picture - draw a model ofyour birdhouse
(with measurements) and write out step-by-step instructions ofhow you completed your project. Here is a
link to some plans IF you want to use them or modify them. httDS://suncatcherstudio.com/birds/birdhouse-
plans-diy/
(You can enter this into the County Fair in July)

Section B - Choose THREE different tasks to complete

Option 2
Find 10 objects, and using a tape measure, ruler, or yardstick, measure how LONG they are. Write a
description ofeach object and tell me how LONG each object is.

Option 3
Watch the following video about wood shop safety and write three sentences about what you learned
during the video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i7aWxhYflCx4

Option 4
Watch the following video about sustainable logging and write three sentences about what you learned
during the video.
httDS://www.voutube.com/watch?v=H-Cn1FwuRoa

Option 5
Write a paragraph (5 sentences) explaining what you think logging is and why it is important?
Questions to think about:

• Where does logging occur?
• What impact does it have on the economy?
• What products do we get from trees?
• Is logging good or bad for the environment?
• How is logging a part ofagriculture?

Option 6
Interview someone about their views on what logging is.
Some questions to consider asking:

• Why is logging important?
• What are 5 DIFFERENT products we get from trees?
• How does logging help the economy?
• What area ofthe United States has the most trees?
• Does Kentucky have a logging industry?
• What region ofKentucky has the largest logging industry?



Name: Teacher: Mrs. Razor

Media Literacy Tribe Work
McNabb Middle School
Week of 04/27 - 05/1

Choose two of the following options to complete this week. You can do one
activity two times, you can do two separate items. It is up to you! Just choose

Gooale A Dav Research Skills
Complete the "Google A Day" Activity - www.gooqleaday.com

Write a few sentences describing how you did, and make sure you include the
following:

1. The date you completed
2. Your final score
3. The hardest question for you to answer

Commercial Analvsis
Choose to either watch a commercial on tv or find one in print, and answer the
following questions about it:

1.) What was your commercial advertising?
2.) What strategy did the advertisers use? (Remember: bandwagon, emotional

appeal, patriotism, etc.) Ifyou can't remember the specific name ofthe
strategy, just describe it:)

3.) Was there any bias in the commercial?
4.) Do you feel the commercial was effective in selling the product? Explain why

or why not.

Ooinion Writina
Could companies exist without advertising?

How would no advertising change our world and lives?

Using a separate sheet of paper or typing on a separate page, write two paragraphs
(8 sentences at least), about your opinion on whether companies could exist without
advertising, and what that would change about our daily lives.



Name: Teacher: Conlee

Personal Finance, TRIBE Work for Week ofApril 27th - May 1st

Directions: Choose two ofthe prompts below to write about. Each writing prompt needs
to be a minimum offive sentences.

Prompt 1:
If a wizard could tell you anything about your future, what would you most like to know?

Prompt 2:
What investments are you willing to make to get your dream job?

Prompt 3:
Do you think you will have a career that you love?

Video to watch (if you have internet access)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wf9'lrEGw88Q



Must have completed 2-20 Sketchbook Journal Assignment Challenges by May 1.
Sketchbook Journal Assignments Drawing Challenge Prompts

April27-May1.
Subject: Visual Arts School: J.B. McNabb Middle School

Teacher: Marsha Riddell Grade: 6th, 7th and 8th
Google Classroom Codes for each period include the following for Visual Arts 6th, 7th and 8th grade students.
2nd period- wtdedkn ,4th period- w2dkndd , 5th period- lwxqnt2 , 6th period- pouxvev , 7th period- ditx43j
Following these directions for completing your next required Sketchbook Joumal Assignments. You will choose one
Sketchbook Journal Assignment in order to create and submit to my teacher email address, google classroom or
drop offto McNabb Middle School main office.
All works of art must have your first and last name, Quick Write 3 to 5 sentences that describes each work of art, the
number of the Sketchbook Journal Assignment, our class period, and my name.
Turn in through Google Classroom, drop off at McNabb main office, or photograph your assignment and send via my
teacher email address. marsha.riddel[(3)montaomerv.kvschaois.us

Each student will choose a Sketchbook Journal Assignment Drawing Challenge Prompt each week until the end of
the year. You must write your name, my name, number on each of the sketchbook journal assignments, and your
class period. You must have turned in Sketchbook Journal Assignment Challenges 2-20 by May 1 . l will upload new
lessons after May 1. Please message me through the above email address if you need help or have questions.

Sketchbook Journal Assignments Drawing Challenge Prompts
*Draw a portrait of a leader/ scientist, historian, mathematician, political leader, actor, actress, artist or athlete ect.
*Draw a dragon wlth a background/Draw a monster/ fantasy creature with a background. *Draw an animation,
cartoon or a comic . *Draw architecture in your neighborhood can be your home or a structure in your town. *Draw a
form of transportation car, truck, train, bus, farm equipment, boats, motorcycle, bicycle, fourwheeler, ship, plane, a
vehicle ect. *Draw one of the followlng oceanscape, cityscape, waterscape, desertscape, [andscape. Spacescape
ect/Draw a Fantasy Jungle with plants, trees, birds, anima!s.*Draw a portrait. It can be a self portrait, a portrait ofa
family member or your pet.

*Draw
your own invention.*Draw your favorite sport. *Design an advertlsement for your

favorite product.*Draw a picture of a historical place in the world. *Draw a picture of an animal that is real or
imaginary.*Draw a picture of a flower garden or plants around your house. *Draw a picture of different kinds of leaves
or trees/Draw a picture of an Jnsect or insects.*Draw a picture of an old house.* Draw picture of different fruit*Draw a

picture that tells a stor/ like a myth. *Draw a picture of your favorite candy.*Draw a design for a costume or an
outfit.*Draw a picture of an ice cream sundae.*Draw a historical time or event in history.*Draw a picture of a
lizard.*Draw a bird. *Draw a picture of a video game.*Draw tools. *Draw a picture of a superhero. *Draw different
forms of technology.*Draw a picture of something creepy or scary. *Draw what inspires you.

*Draw a picture of a
fish/Draw something black and white.*Draw a picture of Kentucky symbols.*Draw something colorful.*Draw a picture
of an eagle.*Draw your food. *Draw a picture of a horse/Draw your room. *Draw a farm in Kentucky. *Draw an eye.
*Draw something with a colored pencil.*Draw hands.*Draw something with a pen.*Draw a piece offurni1ure.*Draw
something and paint it with watercolor.*Draw a picture of your favorite song and write the lyrics.*Draw something to

paint.*Draw a picture and write a poem for it.*Draw something to apply values with a pencil.*Draw a design for a

piece ofjewelry. *Draw a design for a tee-shirt.*Draw a shoe.*Draw a Knight.*Draw a Castle. *Draw a pirate
ship.*Draw something that flies.*Draw something that swims.*Draw your favorite place or destination.*Draw a picture
of what you are grateful for.*Draw a picture of something you love. *Draw a picture of something you hate.*Draw a

picture of something you miss. *Draw a picture of your most favorite memory. *Draw a picture of a fairytale. *Draw a

picture of different toys.*Draw a picture looking outside your window.*Draw a picture of a dream that you had.*Draw a

picture of space.*Draw a reptile.*Draw a design of a mask.*Draw a picture of it raining.*Draw a sea shell. *Draw a

picture of fire. *Draw a picture of a waterfall. *Draw a picture with markers. *Draw a picture with a sharpie. *Draw a

picture with chalk. *Draw a picture of the future. *Draw a picture of a cake. *Draw a picture of the sky. Draw a poster
design, *Draw an invention

P.S. HAVE FUN CREATING! Miss You bunches! Smiles Ms. Riddell



Health Education Tribe Week 4/27-5/1
Name: Class Period: Date: 4/27-5/1

Watch the video at this link: https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=uGHwDa-fJvc&t=213s
Or interview some family members about non-communicable diseases.

Directions: Research or interview some family members about non-communicable diseases. Create an
information sheet about what you find out about five of the diseases below. Non-communicable diseases are
diseases that cannot be transmitted from person to person. Which means they are NOT contagious. Some
examples include: Cardiovascular Diseases such as Heart Disease, and Stroke, Chronic Respiratory Diseases
such as COPD and Asthma, Diabetes, Cancer, Arthritis, Huntington's Disease, and Cystic Fibrosis. The
information sheet should include: 1)Name ofthe disease, 2) Possible risk factors for getting the disease such
as (heredity, behavior, lifestyle factors, and environmental risk factors).3) Symptoms, 4) Treatment options.
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Name Teacher: K. Patterson

Directions: Review and complete the mini lesson about the grammatical skill subject/verb agreement.
Then read The Lazy Editor article, "The Weirdest Laws in America." Summarize the article and complete

the task in the Find It/Fix It box. Read the "Summarizing Notes" and review the outline before writing your
summary paragraph.

Subject/Verb Agreement - Mini Grammar Lesson
The subject is the noun (person, place, or thing) in the sentence that is "doing" or "being"

The verb is the action word in the sentence.
Example: Mom is qoing to the store.

The word "Mom" is the subject because Ihat is the noun that is "doing" something. She is "going" to the
store. The word "going" is the verb, and the word "is" is a helping verb. Note that the word "store" is

also a noun, but it is not the subject of the sentence because the "store" is not doing or being anything.
It's just the store.

When editing for subject/verb agreement, the basic rule to remember is that a singular subject takes a
singularverb, while a plural subject takes a plural verb.
Singular - Referring to just one person or thing
Plural - Referring to more than one person or thing (two or more)

Example: Jim sings in the school choir.
The subject, "Jim" is singular and the verb "sings" is also singular.

Example: Jim and Kellysing in the school choir.
"Jim" and "Kelly" are both the subjects, there are two of them so they are plural, therefore we would use

the plural verb "sing" instead of "sings."

Don'1 forget about helping verbs!
Is-Singular Has-Singular Was-Singular
Are-Plural Have-Plural Were-Plural

Underline the verb in parentheses that agrees with the sentence's subject.
1. The players (is, are) going to get pizza after today's game.
2. Jane (was, were) going to go with the team, but she had chores to do.
3. Stephen (is, are) one of the best players on the team.
4. The coach (agree, agrees) that 1 should practice more in the off-season.
5. The coach (was, were) very excited when the team won Ihe game.
6. They (is, are) one of the highest scoring teams in the league.
7. How (does, do) you feel about coming off the bench next year?
8. We(has,have) to work hard at practice if we want to succeed.
9. My best friend (was, were) already there when 1 arrived at the movie theater.
10. They (has,have) seen the movie more than once.
11. The movie (take, takes) about two hours to watch.
12. Did you know that Ryan (has, have) won the award three times in a row?
13. We (is, are) looking forward to vacation.
14. Where (does, do) your parents live?
15. Grace (doesn't, don't) know the answer.
16. Nobody (know, knows) the trouble I've seen.
17. The committee (debates, debate) the topics enthusiastically.
18. The man with all the birds (live, lives) on my street.
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The Lazy Editor
The Weirdest Laws in America

The fascinating story behind America's most
outrageous laws

By Mackenzie Carro

Visiting Indiana? Here are some advice: While

you're there, don't try to catch a fish with your bare
hands. Going to Kentucky? Please don't dye a baby
chicken blue (or any other color for that matter). Don't lie down on a sidewalk in Reno,Nevada,or dance
to the national anthem in Massachusetts either. And whatever you do, never, ever, ever try to sell a love

potion in Pennsylvania.

These isn'tjust requests—they'relaws. That's right: In Kentucky, it's notjust weird to dye a baby
chicken blue; it's actually illegal. Why do such ridiculous laws exist? Good queslion.

In general, laws is made to keep our society safe, fair, and orderly. That's why we have laws
against things like littering, stealing, and riding in a car without a seat belt. But our society is always
changing, and the values and safety concerns we have today are not necessarily the same as those held
by previous generations. To keep up with the changes in society, new laws must be made all the lime.
Over the course of our country's 241 -year history, thousands of laws has been pul in place-and some of
them just don't make sense anymore.

For example, in 1969, a county in Washington State passed a law banning anyone from hunting
Bigfoot-a giant, hairy, ape-like creature rumored to live in the forest. Today, this law seems silly. But the
law didn't seem silly at the time it were passed. In the late 1960s, many people believed Bigfoot was real
and living in the area, and they were trying to capture and kill it. County officials was afraid that innocent
bystanders might be mistaken for Bigfoot—andaccidentally get shot. Of course, today it's widely
understood that Bigfoot doesn't exist, so why are this law still around?

Getting rid of a law isn't easy. You has to go to court and argue that the law should be removed. If
the law has to do with something that no one cares about anymore—likeBigfoot—getting rid of the law is
a waste of the court's time. Judges and lawyers have more important cases to consider. Plus, many
out-of-date laws isn't enforced anyway. There's no police officers in the woods of Washington searching
for monster-hunting "criminals." There's simply no reason for the police to bother.

Another reason some old laws aren't enforced is that they violates Ihe United States Constitution.

(The rules stated in the Constitution applies to all citizens, no matter which state they live in.) For
example, in 1881, a law was passed in Arkansas that made it illegal to pronounce the "s"at the end of the
state's name. But you could never get in trouble for pronouncing that "s." Why? The Constitution's First
Amendment protects our right to say what we want-it gives us the freedom of speech.

Still, if you finds yourself in Arkansas, be sure to pronounce the state's name correctly. You won't
be arrested for saying that you love ahr-KAN-zuhs-but you will get some funny looks.
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Find It/Fix It
A verb must agree with its subject. If the subject is singular (like cat), the verb must also be singular

(like meows). If the subject is plural (like cats), the verb must also be plural (like meow).
Examples...

My cat meows. (Correct) My cats meow. (Correct)
My cat meow. (Incorrect) My cats meows. (Incorrect)

DIRECTIONS: Find and fix 14 subject-verb agreement errors in the article.

Summarizing NOTES
When writing a summary paragraph, start by ciling the title or headline of the article. Identify the author
and the author's purpose for writing (inform, persuade, or entertain). You might also identify an element
of news that applies to the article, since that is connecled to the author's purpose. Use your own words
to clearly state the central idea of the article in one sentence. Then, clte (hree details directly from the
text that support the central idea. The first detail should come from the beginning of the text, the
second detail should come from the middle ofthe text, and the last detail should come from the end of
the text. The details you cite should be directly related to the central idea of the article. Add a
concluding sentence at the end of your paragraph. An effective way to conclude a summary is to
simply restate the central idea of the article.

IMPORTANT: A Summary paragraph is short. It should be no longer than 7 sentences, and no shorter
than 5 sentences. Remember to write in complete thoughts/sentences.

Use the outline below as a reference when structuring your summary paragraph.

Summary Outline

In the article (title)

name) (purpose)

_ the author (author's

the audience

with a (element of news)

(central idea)

news story about

In the article it states (detail #1)

The article also states (detail #2)

Lastly, the article states (detail #3)

The author uses these details to (purpose)

(restate the central idea)

the audience about
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Name: Teacher: Mrs. Razor

Computers Tribe Work
McNabb Middle School
Week of 04/27 - 05/1

Choose two ofthe following options to complete this week. You can do one
activity two times, you can do two separate items. It is up to you! Just choose

Tvpina
Log on to your account on www.typina.com

Work on your typing skills for 30 minutes.

Computer Shortcut Kevs
Either using your computer, or your knowledge, complete the Computer Shortcut
Keys Table on the next page. Tell what each shortcut does. I have completed the
first one for you as an example.

Imaaine A World Without Computers
For some reason, all the computers in the world stopped working at 6:00 am on a
Sunday morning.

What would the effects be in the short term? What about the longer term?

Using a separate sheet of paper or typing on a separate page, write two paragraphs
(8 sentences at least), about what our world would be like without computers.
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SHORTCUT DESCRIPTION

Ctrl + A Select entire document

Ctrl + B

Ctrl + C

Ctrl +1

Ctrl + N

Ctrl + O

Ctrl + P

Ctrl + V

Ctrl + Z



STEM, Engineering, Investigations in Science

Name and grade:
Class/Teacher:

Alaal Bloom Solutions Proiect (4/20-24)

This project will take place over two weeks. Read the prompts below carefully and turn

your responses in to your teacher.

STEP 1: The situation (this is not really happening, but is possible!)
Cave Run Lake has been shut down due to a huge algae bloom. The algae are

so out of control that it has started to kill fish in the lake! Your task through this project
will be to figure out what is causing so much algae to bloom in the lake, and to figure out
a solution to the problem. For this week you will start by learning about algae blooms
and how the impact fish. Next week you will design a solution for the algae problem.

STEP 2: Learn about algae blooms and fish kills
Complete one ofthe following options below.

Option 1: Follow the video link posted on Google Classroom to learn about
algae blooms and answer the questions below.

1) What is an algae bloom?

2) What is causing the algae bloom at Cave Run Lake?

3) Algae are plants. How can having too many algae in the lake kill fish?

Option 2: Read the short summary below to answerthe questions listed above.

Alaal Blooms and Fish Kills
Algae is an aquatic plant, meaning that it lives in the water. You have likely seen

algae as that slimy green stuffthat covers rocks and makes them slippery. Algae is a



very important part of underwater systems. It is a vital (important) source offood for
insects and some fish. It also adds Oxygen to the water that fish and other underwater
life needs to breathe.

Algae blooms are what we call a huge increase in the number of algae in an
area. They can occur in any size body of water from small ponds to oceans. These
blooms can be caused by several things, but the most common is having too many
nutrients in the water. For example, several small streams empty into Cave Run Lake.
Local farmers use fertilizers on their crops. When it rains some ofthat empties into the
lake, causing an algae bloom.

These blooms can be dangerous to fish. While algae do add some oxygen to the
water, they also use oxygen to sun/ive. When there are too many algae in an area, they
use more oxygen than they add to the water. This actually suffocates fish and insects,
which leads to many fish dying.



Video Game Design Tribe Days

Week ofApril 27th-May 1st

Name: Teacher: HASKINS

Choose TWO of the four possible writlng assignments below to complete TRIBE Day work for the week of
April 27th thru May 1st. EACH ASSIGNMENT REQUIRES A RESPONSE OF AT LEAST SIX SENTENCES.

1, The Perfect Opoonent: Multiplayer games are one of the best aspects of the video game world. Imagine the

perfect opponentfor yourfavorite video game. Would this person be fiercely competitive, excessively kind
and generous, orjust plain honest? Are they someone who likes to enjoy a good laugh while playing or
someone who takes the game seriously with intentions to win. Explain your perfect opponent and what game
you would like to play with them. (Minimum six sentences)

2. Are Video Games Art?: Art is defined as
"the

expression or application of human creative skill and

imagination.typically in a visual form (such as painting, music, sculpture, literature, dance, ete.) producing
works to be appreciated primarily for their beauty or emotional power. That leads us to the question....are video

games a form of art? Explain your answer in at least six sentences.



3. Put Yourself In The Game: Imagine you could become a famous character in a popular video game and
actually live through and experience their world you normally only see on screen. What character would you
like to be and what game or levels would you like to experience? Why did you choose this character, levels or

game? Explain in at least six sentences.

4. Those Other Games: What is your favorite game that is NOT a video game or a sport? Is it a card game like
Uno or Rummy? Is it a board game like Monopoly or Candy Land? Write about your favorite game. Explain how
it is played and why you enjoy it so much. Your answer should be at least six sentences long.



Student Name:

Career Explorations Tribe Work Ms. Harris
Week of 04/27 - 05/01

Choose from ONE of the options below to complete for Tribe Days 26-30.

Option 1:
For some people, recognition is an important factor when choosing a career. Whether
someone wants to be a celebrity and known for their work, or whether they want to
solve a world problem and create solutions that make people's lives better. There are
many different ways to be "recognized" for your work.
Complete the following:

• Click on the helpful link below. The careers listed are ones that are typical
types of careers if recognition is an important factor in choosing a career.

• Choose 5 careers from the list. Look at the information provided for each
career you chose. Write a paragraph for each career (5 paragraphs total)
about what types of things one would do in that particular career to be
recognized for their work. For example, a Farm Labor Contractor must oversee
any labor workers for a farm business. They are responsible to hold up the
backbone of the farm, relate to others in their industry, and maintain a positive
workforce and work environment to keep their business strong.

• Write a brief reflection about what type of workers or careers deserve
recognition during this time of uncertainty and change.

Helpful link: https://www.onetonline.ora/exDlore/workvalues/Recognition/
**For submission: You may handwrite or type your answers and submit through Google Classroom, email, or
screenshots ofyour papers emailed to me. Ifyou need any assistance with submission, please let me know.
Email: dawn.hams@montgomery.kyschools.us

Option 2: (does not require access to technology)

-Write an essay that includes information about the following:
• What are 5 careers do you think should receive recognition for keeping our

country going during the pandemic?
• What would be some positive ways to recognize these workers or careers?
• It has been said that during this time where many things are shutdown, people

need to pay attention to the careers that are considered "essential" as these
may be careers that have job security. What do you think is meant by the term
"Job security"? Which careers are you fairly certain have some sense ofjob
security? (ones that will always be in demand)

• Discuss the importance oftechnology and how it has been helpful to you during
the shutdown.

• An importantjob during this time has been one that involves leading our state.
Our Governor has an important Job to protect the citizens of the state of
Kentucky. There are guidelines for the country to follow and for our individual
state. Do you think our Governor has been doing a good job of keeping
Kentucky safe? Explain why or why not? Would you consider a career in



Student Name:

politics or government? Why or why not?
• Make a card with any materials you have at home. It can be as simple as your

paper and pencil, or you can choose to use markers, crayons, etc and draw on
it. Create a card to thank any profession/career you think deserves recognition
during this time. Think about anyone who is working now and what they are
doing to keep us up and running, including our school. Who do you choose to
recognize?

"You may handwrite or type your responses and use this as a cover page to submit in-
person. If a parent/guardian has access to email, they may send screenshots of your work
directly to my email. Please make sure your name is on this cover page AND on your
individual work with "Ms. Harris" clearly marked at the top of your paper.



1 Astronomy Tribe Day Assignment: April 24- May 1

Name: Teacher: P ru itt

Astronomv Tribe Dav Assianment: April 24-Mav 1
This week's Astronomy assignment will focus on differentiating between
asteroids, comets, and meteorites. There will be two options for you to complete
for NTI work for this week's Astronomy assignment. Read each option carefully
and choose which option works best for you. Option #1 may be more suitable for
those of you that have steady internet connection. Option #2 may be more
suitable for those of you that may have connection issues or prefer to work
offline.

Ootion #1
Asteroid Belt. Kuiper Belt. & Dwarf Planet Webauest

Use the following links to answer the questions below. You may work with ONE

partner.
Link #1 https://www.space.com/16105-asteroid-belt.html

1. Where is the asteroid belt located?
2. Is it likely that the dust and rocks in the asteroid belt could be the remains of a

destroyed planet? Why or why not?
3. Do other solar systems have asteroid belts? How do we know?
4. What are asteroids made of?
5. What are the 3 main types of asteroids? And what are they made of?
6. When was Ceres first discovered?

Link#2 httDs://solarsvstem.nasa.aov/solar-svstem/kuiDer-belt/overview/
1. How would you describe the Kuiper Belt to someone that does not know what it

is?
2. Where is the kuiper Belt located?
3. Which dwarf planet has a ring around it?
4. What was the name of the first mission to explore the Kuiper Belt?

Link#3
httDS://www.universetodav.com/100075/infoaraDhic-whats-the-difference-between
-a-comet-asteroid-and-meteor/

1. Define a comet.
2. Define a meteor.
3. Define an asteroid.
4. Where are most asteroids located in our solar system?
5. What are the parts of a comet?
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6. What is the difference between a meteor and a meteorite?

Option #2
Read the article/ reading section for each section and answer the comprehension

questions at the end ofthe reading section.

Section 1 Readina:

Scattered in orbits around the sun are bits and pieces of rock left over from the dawn of
the solar system. Most of these objects, called planetoids or asteroids—meaning
"star-like" —orbit between Mars and Jupiter in a grouping known as the Main Asteroid
Belt.

The Main Asteroid Belt lies more than two-and-a-halftimes as faras Earth does from

the sun. It contains millions of asteroids, according to NASA. Most of these are relatively

small, from the size of boulders to a few thousand feet in diameter. But some are

significantly larger.

Occasionally people wonder whether the belt was made up of the remains of a

destroyed planet, or a world that didn't quite get started. However, according to NASA,

the total mass ofthe belt is less than the moon, far too small to weigh in as a planet.
Instead, the debris is shepherded by Jupiter, which keeps it from coalescing onto other

growing planets.

Our solar system isn't the only one to boast an asteroid belt. A cloud of dust around a

star known as zeta Leporis looks a lot like a young belt. "Zeta Leporis is a relatively

young star—approximately the age of our sun when the Earth was forming," Michael

Jura said in a statement. "The system we observed around zeta Leporis is similar to
what we think occurred in the early years of our own solar system when planets and
asteroids were created." A professor at the University of California, Los Angeles, Jura
has since passed away.

Other stars also contain signs of asteroid belts, suggesting that may be common.

Most of the asteroids in the Main Belt are made of rock and stone, but a small portion of

them contain iron and nickel metals. The remaining asteroids are made up of a mix of

these, along with carbon-rich materials. Some ofthe more distant asteroids tend to

contain more ices. Although they aren't large enough to maintain an atmosphere but

there is evidence that some asteroids contain water.
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C-type asteroids make up more than 75 percent of known asteroids. The "C" stands for
carbon, and the surfaces ofthese extremely dark asteroids are almost coal-black.

S-type asteroids are the second most common type, making up about 17 percent of
known asteroids. They dominate the inner asteroid belt, becoming rarer farther out.
They are brighter and have metallic nickel-iron mixed with iron- and
magnesium-silicates.

M-type asteroids ("M" for metallic) are the last major type. These asteroids are fairly
bright and mostofthem are composed ofpure nickel-iron.

In 1800, 25 astronomers formed a group known as the Celestial Police, each searching
15 degrees of the Zodiac for the missing planet. But the discovery of the first body in
this region came from a nonmember, Italian astronomer Giuseppe Piazzi: he named it
Ceres. A second body, Pallas, was found a little over a year later.

1. Where is the asteroid belt located?
2. Is it likely that the dust and rocks in the asteroid belt could be the remains of a

destroyed planet? Why or why not?
3. Do other solar systems have asteroid belts? How do we know?
4. What are asteroids made of
5. What are the 3 main types of asteroids? And what are they made of?
6. When was Ceres first discovered?

Readina Section 2

Similar to the asteroid belt, the Kuiper Belt is a region of leftovers from the solar
system's early history. Like the asteroid belt, it has also been shaped by a giant planet,
although it's more of a thick disk (like a donut) than a thin belt.

Both Arrokoth (recently visited by NASA's New Horizons mission) and Pluto are in the
Kuiper Belt—a donut-shaped region of icy bodies beyond the orbit of Neptune.
Egg-shaped Haumea has a ring around it.

The first mission to explore the Kuiper Belt is New Horizons. It flew past Pluto in 2015
and is on its way to explore another Kuiper Belt world.

1. How would you describe the Kuiper Belt to someone that does not know what it
is?

2. Where is the kuiper Belt located?
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3. Which dwarf planet has a ring around it?
4. What was the name of the first mission to explore the Kuiper Belt?

Section 3
Use the image/diagram to answer the following questions.
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1. Define a comet.
2. Define a meteor.
3. Define an asteroid.
4. Where are most asteroids located in our solar system?
5. What are the parts of a comet?
6. What is the difference between a meteor and a meteorite?



First & Last Name

Government Explorations Tribe Days 26-30
Directions: Complete both tasks and turn in when complete.

TRIBE Days 26-30

Page 1

Task 1: Read aboutthe 5 qualities ofgood citizenshJp below. Underline or highlight the definition ofeach quality asfound in the

reading. Then write your own definition for each quality in the space provided,

Honesty is the main quality of being a good citizen. A person must be honest with others, and with himself or herself, in order to be

a good citizen. Our entire system ofgovernment depends on people being truthful. Legal proceedings in courts, debates in Congress,

and the enforcement of law ali depend on people being honest with the facts. When people begin lying, hiding facts, or refusing to

acknowledge the truth/ our entire system of govemment begins to fall apart.

Define honestv:

Compassion is the emotion of caring for people and for other living things. Compassion gives a person an emotional bond with his or

her world. Compassion is important for being a good citizen because it is how we decide how matters of public policy are handled.

Compassion for animals and the environment lead us to push for laws to protect the environment. Compassion for poor people
leads us to push for laws that help poor people provide for themselves and achieve a higher quality of life. Can you think of other

ways we show compassion as citizens?

Define compassion:

Respect is similar to compassion but different in some ways. Respect means you consider the feelings, wishes, rights, or traditions of

others before you speak or act. Respect can be directed toward inanimate things or ideas as well as toward animals and people. For

example, people should have respect for laws.Respect also means that we treat people wlth dignity and recognize each other's

worth even when we disagree. Respecting one another is the basis upon which we are able to compromise when we have

differences of opinion about what our communities should look like and how they should work.

Define respect:

Out of honesty, compassion, and respect comes responsibilitv. This is the duty we have to act on things we have control over. Thls

includes both private, personal responsibility and public responsibility. Individuafs and groups have responsibllities. Responsibility is

about action, and it includes much of what people think of as good citizenship. As students, one of your responsibilities is to leam.

Your teachers have a responsibility to teach you In ways that make It possible for you to leam. Not everyone has the same

responsibilities as citizens, but one responsibility all citizens have is to partlcipate in government by voting. What responsibilities do

you have at home?

Define resDonsibilitv:

Finally, the quality of courage is important to good citizenship. Courage means you are able to act or remain strong even when you
are scared, hurting, or sad. Courage is the quality that enables us to move beyond mere goodness toward greatness. Courage

enables people to do the rlght thing even when it is unpopular, difficult, or dangerous. Many people—incfudingBen Franklin,

Thomas Jefferson, Martin Luther King Jr., Susan B. Anthony, and Mohandas Gandhi—havehad the courage to change the rules to

achieve justice. Can you think of someone you know or perhaps a tie you yourself acted with courage?

Define courage;

-continued on next page-
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Task 2: Choose two of the writing prompts below and complete them. Your responses to each prompt you choose should be at least
1 paragraph (topic sentence-restate the prompt, 3 supporting sentences that give details, and a conclusion that summarizes
everything you said).

Prompt 1
Truth in Friendship
Imagine that a friend is going to do a comedy act in a talent contest. He tells you the jokes from the act. The jokes are awful. Do your
tell him? If so, how do you say it?

Prompt 2
Test Your Compassion
You find out that a friend had no time to study for a test because she had to help around the house when her mother was sick. So

your friend cheats on the test. What do you say to her? What do you do? Do you tell the teacher?

Prompt 3
Respect
Imagine that you live near an elderly couple. Two or three of your friends are visiting you and they see the two old people. Your
friends start making fun of the elderly people behind their backs. What, if anything, do you say to your friends? What might happen
if your neighbors overhear what Is going on?

Prompt 4
FulfillingSmall Responsibilities
Lots of little things make up good behavior, such as not littering, keeping quiet when people need to concentrate, and returning
library books on time. Make a list of small responsibilities. Then try to thlnk of a situation in which you fulfilled one of the small
responsibilities. Think of another sJtuation in which you did not fulfill a small responsibility. Are the "little" things really that
Important? Why or why not?

Prompt 5
ItTakes Guts
Imagine you're playing basketball with a friend. Some kids come up and take your friend's basketball. Create more specific details
about this kind of situation, and then describe what you would do.



Richards Graphic Design Tribe Day Week ofApril 27-31
Name:

Color Characteristics
When working with artwork, it is extremely important to understand color and the theory ofcolor. Ifyou
were working with a group of students, you would use an entirely different scheme than if you were
working with elder adults. Below we share with you some ofthose characteristics.

Red - Red is the color of love, passion and fire. It can reflect the devil, but also cupid. Anger is reflected
by using this color. Importance is evidenced by using red (think ofthe red carpet at the awards), but
so is danger. Red is an excellent color to use, but be careful - a little goes a long way. For that
reason, it is a preferred accent color. It is very easily overused.

Orange - Orange is the color ofAutumn. Brown is a variation oforange. It and green represent the
Earth and nature. Orange can suggest health and energy. Orange is not as overpowering as red.

Yellow - Yellow is the color ofthe sun and hope. It is bright and energetic. Unfortunately, yellow can
also suggest cowardice. Yellow is used for happiness. Light yellow have a calming effect. Never use
yellow on a white background.

Green - Green is a down to earth color. Nature, Earth, fanning, money, renewal, and compassion are
associated with green. Green can also represent envy. Green has a calming effect. Green is the color
ofmoney. Bright greens are energizing, olive greens represent natural, and dark greens suggest
stability and wealth.

Blue - Blue is the color ofocean, calmness and responsibility, but it is also the color ofsadness. Peace
is represented by blue. Light blues are refreshing and friendly. Dark blues suggest strength and
reliability. Bright blues are energizing and refreshing.

Purple - Purple suggest royalty, wealth, creativity and imagination. In ancient times, purple dye was
made from fish bones from a particular fish that lived only deep in the ocean, so only rich people
could afford them. Purple is a combination ofred and blue and therefore takes on some oftheir
characteristics. Dark purple suggests wealth. Lighter purples are considered more romantic.

White - White is the presence ofall color

Black is the absence ofall color

Tints - Use tints for female products
Shades - Use shades for male products
Children - Use brilliant colors (think cartoons)
Elderly - Use earth tones for the elderly (brown, green, violet)

Yellovv on Black - best reading at a distance
Yellow on White - worst reading at a distance
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Richards Graphic Design Tribe Day Week ofApril 27-31
Questions

is a color that represents health and energy.

is a color that represents calmness.

is a color that is easily overused.

is a color that represents royalty.

is the color ofhappiness.

6. Ifyou were advertising a product that wanted to reach effectively the rich which color would you use
Blue or Purple (cirele one).

7. To effectively catch the attention of children, use brilliant or dark color (circle one).

8. Ifl had a product that I wanted to reach women, a new fragrance, I should probably use a
ofpurple.
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Sprite Interactions

Most games wlll involve sprites colliding with each other. There are four types of collisions available in Game
Lab: BB^^g, BBI^H. ^^@i and ^B@ffll. These blocks will cause a certain type of Interaction between
the sprite and its target and must be used within the drau function. Look through the code to see what is
missing and fill in the blanks.

Displace

makes a sprite push another sprite (the target) as long as they are touching each other.

function draw() {

background("skyblue"};

bunny.displace );

drawSprites ();

1
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Collide

makes a sprite stop when it runs into things You can use it when you want your sprite to be blocked
by obstacles.

function draw() {

background("

.collide(monster)

drawSprites ();

}

Bounce

makes the sprite and the target bounce when they touch each other. Both the sprite and the target
change how they are moving.

draw

background("lightgreen");

giraffe. (hippo);

elephant. (pig);

snake. (monkey);
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Spritesf); |

BounceOff

i3

makes the sprite bounce off the target when they touch each other. The target keeps movlng as

before.

function d

background("pink");

note.bounceOff(

drawS ();

);

)

0)1 Thls curnculum is avallabte under a
creatlve commons Ltcense (cc BY-NC-SA 4.0).

If you are interested in licensing Code.org materials for commercial purposes, contact us.



4/27-5/1 Band Tribe Day
Name Teacher

Choose three tasks to complete from the options below. You may complete an option three
times or choose different options each day. *See Option 4*

OPTION 1
"Music Around You" Journal
Yea , 1 know you are watching TV, playing video games, watching movies and so on!But have
you noticed that in almost every form of entertainment, music is all around it. Here's what you
can do! When you're watching your next movie or playing your next game, Grab a piece of
paper and describe what you hear! Any music, any sound effect, and then write about how it
affects what you are watching and doing.

Record at least 5 things you hear!!

OPTION 2
Listen to one of the following podcasts. Tell the name of the podcast you listened to and
summarize what you learned.
httos://www.nDr.ora/Dodcasts/404966350/classics-for-kids

OPTION 3
Play 4 ofyour warmups or songs for a family member. Tell me the names ofthe songs or
warmups that you performed and your family audience member.

OPTION 4
Participate in ANY Zoom help session or personal session with me. Ifyou choose this
option, this will count as completion for all of your work for the week.

1 have Zoom Help sessions every day from 9:30-10 on the Zoom app, and will schedule
any personal lesson with you! 1 usually have individual lessons on fridays! My email is
Jared.sells@montgomery.kyschools.us

Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/J/4100638740?pwd=NzFFSEJoTU5vMkFtcytOdJVPZkU2dz09

Meeting ID: 410 063 8740
Password: IRfvLf

OPTION 5
EXPERIMENT TIME! This is a fun one! With all this time inside, I'm sure you are doing
chores around your home. And ifyou are anything like me, you HATE cleaning. But
have you ever listened to music and done a chore? For me, doing the chore doesn't



seem so bad! In fact, It is true that Music has an effect on the mind that influences
feeling and emotion in the work that you take! Everwonderwhy you listen to fast loud
music when you exercise? It PUMPS YOU UP!

For this assignment, pick a chore around your home and listen to music while you do
the chore. Maybe try a couple chores and listen to different types of music!

Write a paragraph and Answer these questions!

1. What chore did you complete
2. What music did you listen to?
3. How did the music affect your chore?
4. Will you clean more often with music on?


